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Abstract. We propose a novel context-sensitive segmentation and rec-
ognition method for connected letters in Ottoman script. This method first
extracts a set of segments from a connected script and determines the
candidate letters to which extracted segments are most similar. Next, a
function is defined for scoring each different syntactically correct se-
quence of these candidate letters. To find the candidate letter sequence
that maximizes the score function, a directed acyclic graph is con-
structed. The letters are finally recognized by computing the longest path
in this graph. Experiments using a collection of printed Ottoman docu-
ments reveal that the proposed method provides �90% precision and
recall figures in terms of character recognition. In a further set of experi-
ments, we also demonstrate that the framework can be used as a build-
ing block for an information retrieval system for digital Ottoman
archives. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.3262346�
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Introduction

ttoman archives include a wealth of historical documents
hat shed light on many aspects of an empire that shaped
he direction of the “old world” for several centuries. Not
urprisingly, providing a means of electronic access for
ven a subset of this huge collection of handwritten and
rinted documents would be an exciting and worthwhile
evelopment for researchers from several disciplines and
ountries. Because of recent advances in the hardware and
reduction in the associated costs, digitizing collections of
istorical documents, or even entire books, becomes a more
ttainable goal �see Ref. 1, for example�. Accordingly, a
rowing body of Ottoman archives is being digitized by the
tate Archives Office of Turkey, where the majority of this
ultural heritage resides.2 Digital images of historical Otto-
an documents are being created for the purposes of long-

erm storage and electronic access.
A robust and effective character-recognition approach is

he first stage of providing automatic access and sophisti-
ated search and retrieval functions for such textual image
rchives. In this paper, we describe an integrated segmen-
ation and recognition method for connected letters in digi-
al Ottoman documents. Ottoman has several common fea-
ures with Arabic; however, it also has significant
ifferences, which disallows using off-the-shelf Optical
haracter Recognition �OCR� software. Furthermore, even

or Arabic, OCR is a problem that is not completely solved;
he recognition rates reported in the literature are less suc-
essful in comparison to those of other languages based on,
or example, Latin characters.3 Because of the difficulty of
he problem, we focus on the printed Ottoman script in this

091-3286/2009/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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study. Note that the printed documents in the Ottoman ar-
chives mostly belong to the last eras of the empire and are
found in different fonts and styles, depending on the tech-
nology of the age in which they were created. Thus, digital
recognition of letters from these printed documents is not a
trivial problem and can serve as a first cut to fuel further
research in this area.

The proposed recognition method first extracts all con-
nected components from a document. A connected compo-
nent may be a dot, diacritic, single letter, or connected
group of letters. Dots and diacritics are discarded for sim-
plification purposes in this study. For each of these remain-
ing connected components containing letter�s�, a set of
�possibly overlapping� segments are obtained by applying
sliding windows of varying sizes. All the segments of a
connected component are compared, one by one, to the
letters in the letter library. The letter that produces the high-
est similarity score is selected as the candidate letter of its
corresponding segment. Then, a subset of these segments is
selected according to their similarity scores to their candi-
date letters and forwarded to the recognition stage. It
should be noted that sliding windows on connected compo-
nents has nothing to do with determining actual letter
boundaries, but it simply extracts a number of segments
within predefined width ranges, some of which can possi-
bly convey letters. The determination of the actual letter
boundaries is postponed to and interleaved with the recog-
nition stage.

In the recognition stage, the aim is finding a sequence of
candidate letters whose segments formulate the connected
component the best. For this purpose, we define a score
function to rank the possible sequences of candidate letters
whose segments that do not overlap in the connected com-
ponent and can precede each other syntactically, and
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�1
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hoose the sequence with the highest score as the final rec-
gnition. Ideally, segments of selected candidate letters in
he sequence should fully span the connected component
nd the total width of these segments must be smaller than
r equal to the width of the connected component. Thus,
he score function takes into account the width of the seg-
ent, the similarity score to the candidate letter, and the

nigram and bigram frequencies of the consecutive letters
n a sequence.

The candidate letter sequence maximizing the score
unction is efficiently computed by constructing a directed
cyclic graph. Each candidate letter corresponds to a node
n the graph. An edge connects two nodes if one of the
andidate letters precedes the other in the connected com-
onent from which they are extracted. Edge weights are
ased on the score function. Finally, the letters are recog-
ized by computing the longest path in this graph.

Our experiments with a set of printed Ottoman docu-
ents reveal that the proposed method for segmenting and

ecognizing letters resulted in precision and recall figures of
90%. Because further experiments indicated that result-

ng OCR errors have limited effect on information retrieval
IR� performance, the proposed framework can be used as a
uilding block for an IR environment for printed digital
ttoman archives.
In what follows, we first describe various properties of

ttoman script. In Section 3, we review the related studies.
ection 4 describes the proposed segmentation and recog-
ition framework. In Section 5, we discuss an IR frame-
ork that is built on the output of the segmentation and

ecognition process. Section 6 presents the experimental
valuation of both the recognition and retrieval stages. Fi-
ally, in Section 7, we conclude and point to future research
irections.

Ottoman Script
ttoman and Arabic scripts have many common character-

stics. Ottoman and Arabic are read from right to left. Most
etters in the alphabets are the same, with Ottoman having
ve additional letters.4 The Ottoman alphabet, without its
iacritics and dots, is shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted
hat a letter may have one of four different forms according
o its position in a word, namely, being the beginning, me-
ial, or end letter in a word, or being isolated. Looking at
ig. 1, it can be observed that some letters repeat them-
elves. This is because the form of a letter at one position
ay be the same as its form at another position or a form of
different letter. Some of these letter repetitions are caused
y the removal of the diacritics and dots. Another slight
odification to the alphabet has been done by removing

etters that can be constructed by using other letters. For
nstance, in Fig. 1, the first letter in line two �reading left to
ight� can be constructed from the second and fourth letters
n the same line. After eliminating such letters, 48 distinct
etters remain; these are referred to as the letter library in
his paper. These letters cover 98% of shape occurrences
or the test data set used in the experiments. The remaining
% of shapes consist of characters that are written on top of
ach other according to the Ottoman syntactic rules.

In Ottoman script, each connected component—except
ots and diacritics—is considered to be a subword and
ust involve one isolated letter, or a group of letters that
ptical Engineering 117205-
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starts with a letter of the beginning form, continues with
zero or more letters of the medial form, and finishes with a
letter of the end form. One or more subwords form an
Ottoman word. Figure 2 shows a word that has five con-
nected components. One of these connected components
contains three letters. Three of them represent single letters.
The remaining one is just a dot.

3 Related Work
OCR has been studied extensively. Promising solutions
have been proposed for various scripts with different
characteristics.5 However, in the literature, there are rela-
tively few works that attack the character recognition prob-
lem for Ottoman script. This may be mostly due to the fact
that Ottoman is not a currently spoken language. Ottoman
is only captured in the historical documents and attracts the
interests of scholars. Furthermore, until recently, there were
relatively few digital Ottoman documents available. On the
other hand, Arabic and Farsi, which share some features
with Ottoman, is a language still spoken by millions of
people all over the world. We first briefly review the works
for character recognition in Arabic documents. Next, we
provide a more detailed discussion of the works focusing
on character recognition and automatic retrieval for Otto-
man documents.

Fig. 1 The Ottoman alphabet without diacritics and dots. Letters in
the rectangles are either repeated letters or can be formulated by
the other letters, and thus, they are not included in the library.

Fig. 2 The Ottoman word “Ensari.”
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�2
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Comprehensive surveys3,6–9 on off-line Arabic and Farsi
haracter recognition discuss a variety of approaches
dapted for segmentation and recognition, including meth-
ds based on local and global features, neural networks,
raph-based algorithms, stochastic methods, such as hidden
arkov Models �HMMs�, and others. Arabic and Farsi
CR, especially for highly degraded and/or handwritten
ocuments, is still an open research area and current results
re inconclusive because they are provided on small data
ets that are not available to others. Recently, promising
esults are also reported.10–14 The method described in Ref.
4 has some similarities to our approach. In both works, the
egmentation is achieved in an interleaved manner with the
ecognition. However, the actual recognition in their work
mploys the HMM, whereas we use a graph-based model.

Öztürk et al. apply a neural network recognition ap-
roach to Ottoman characters.15 Although the recognition
ate is said to be high, both the training and testing stages
eem to be applied on manually segmented characters; thus,
he segmentation problem of the connected letters is not
ttacked.

In Ref. 4, a retrieval system for Ottoman documents is
roposed that involves first segmenting lines and words in a
ocument and then comparing words, as a whole, for the
uerying purposes. In this approach, word comparisons are
erformed by using quantized vertical projection profiles.
n a more recent work,16 querying Ottoman documents is
onsidered as an image retrieval problem. More precisely,
ach word image in a document is represented by a set of
isual terms, which are obtained by the vector quantization
f scale-invariant feature transform �SIFT� descriptors ex-
racted from salient points. Words are matched by compar-
ng the similarity of these visual terms. In both works, que-
ies can only be constructed by finding examples of the
ords over sample documents. Because there may be rare
ords that a user may want to search for, this method can
e a time-consuming task for the user.

Şaykol et al. propose an effective method for the com-
ression and content-based retrieval �CBR� of Ottoman
ocuments.17 In their work, instead of a static character
ibrary as in the typical practice of OCR methods, a dy-
amic library of symbols is constructed. The construction
rocess begins with an empty library, and each component
xtracted from the document is compared to the current
embers of the library to see if it is �or it contains� an

lready discovered symbol. If the symbol already exists in
he library, then the location of the occurrence is recorded
o the document’s codebook. If it is a new symbol, then it is
dded to the library, as well. Of course, this comparison
tage includes further complexities to ensure that the sym-
ols occurring in the connected components can be cor-
ectly deduced. Once the codebooks are constructed, the
ser queries can be processed. The number of symbols in
he dynamic symbol library is likely to increase as more
ocuments are processed. Consequently, when thousands of
ymbols exist in the library, processing new documents be-
omes inefficient. Once the codebooks are constructed, user
ueries can be processed, but only through query by ex-
mple �QBE�. That is, the user must find an instance of the
uery word in the processed documents.

In another study, we adapted the symbol-segmentation
pproach proposed in Yalniz et al.18 and employed a static
ptical Engineering 117205-
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character library for a more traditional OCR task �i.e.,
where only textual images are considered and documents
involving figures, drawings, decorations, etc., are
discarded�.19 It uses a greedy segmentation and recognition
approach for connected letters. In a nutshell, this algorithm
slides several windows of varying sizes over each con-
nected component, and for each window, it computes the
similarity between the segment extracted by the window
and letters in the library. The highest-scoring segment is
then decided to be the correct recognition, and it is re-
moved from the connected component. The same approach
is then recursively applied for the remaining parts of the
connected component, until the component is totally con-
sumed. Queries can be posed by either using a virtual key-
board designed for Ottoman script or by selecting a query
region in processed documents �QBE�.

The Greedy segmentation of letters may not always pro-
vide optimum results. Because of the greedy nature of the
algorithm, an incorrect choice, especially at the earlier
stages of the recognition, may propagate to the following
stages and significantly reduce the overall recognition rate.
For instance, in Fig. 3, we illustrate how the Greedy ap-
proach may fail while segmenting and recognizing the let-
ters from a connected component that actually includes four
letters. In Fig. 3, only five windows are plotted over the
connected component for simplification purposes. Similari-
ties of the segments in these windows to their matching
letters are also given. The third window would be a false
segmentation because it is over two medial letters and over-
lapping with windows 2 and 4, whereas windows 1, 2, 4,
and 5 exactly fit on actual letters in our letter library. At
each iteration, the Greedy approach finds the window with
highest similarity and removes it from the connected com-
ponent. The iterations continue until the component is con-
sumed. For this example, extracted windows are 5, 1, and 3
in their extraction order. The Greedy approach ignores win-
dows 2 and 4 because their overlapping regions with win-
dow 3 are already removed, and consequently, letters in
windows 2 and 4 remain unrecognized.

Furthermore, the Greedy approach cannot use statistical
information such as letter-occurrence frequencies and
n-gram probabilities. To overcome these problems, we pro-
pose a new method that has almost the same complexity as
the Greedy approach but postpones the recognition decision
to the end. This allows finding optimum letter boundaries
and exploit occurrence probabilities among letters.

4 Segmentation and Recognition Framework
In Fig. 4, we illustrate the stages of the proposed segmen-
tation and recognition framework. We start by extracting
connected components from the Ottoman documents and
then obtain a set of possible segments from a component by
applying sliding windows of varying sizes with small slid-
ing intervals. The purpose of sliding windows is not actu-

Fig. 3 Illustration of the Greedy approach.
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�3
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lly to determine the real letter boundaries, which will be
chieved along with recognition in the final stage. For each
xtracted segment, a number of features, such as the seg-
ent’s aspect ratio and distance and angular span vectors,

re computed. Each segment is compared to the letters in
he library and matched to a candidate letter that yields the
ighest similarity score. Finally, by using a graph-based
anguage model, we can efficiently compute the sequence
f the candidate letters maximizing the score function, thus
chieving recognition.

.1 Extracting and Segmenting Connected
Components

e define a connected component as a connected group of
lack pixels in the document image. Connected compo-
ents are extracted using the approach outlined in Ref. 20;
hat is, the document is scanned from left to right and top to
ottom. Whenever a black pixel is encountered a four-
onnected boundary-detection algorithm is employed to ob-
ain the bitmap of the component and remove it from the
riginal document. It should be noted that nested compo-
ents, diacritics, and dots are detected separately. For the
urposes of this study, we have restricted ourselves to rec-
gnizing letters without diacritics and dots �see Fig. 1�.
iacritics and dots are relatively small connected compo-
ents placed under or over the letters, and the ratios of their
idth and height to the line height do not vary significantly

or printed documents with different fonts. Therefore, it is
ossible to discard them successfully by simply tuning the
hresholds for the ratios mentioned above while ensuring
hat valid character components are not removed. This op-
ration also removes some of the noise in the document
mages.

The line-height information is extracted from documents
hile connected components are being identified. This is

chieved by using the horizontal projection profile of the
ocument �see Fig. 5�. Upper and lower boundaries for

ig. 4 Stages of the proposed segmentation and recognition
pproach.
ptical Engineering 117205-
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each line are found by tracing horizontal projection vectors
and detecting peaks. In this way, all connected components
learn the height of the line that they belong to. The ratio of
the letter height to the line height is later used during the
determination of candidate letters. It should be noted that
page skew is avoided manually in this step. Advanced
document analysis techniques for skew detection and text
line segmentation are studied extensively in the literature.21

Once the connected components are extracted, the next
step is to obtain an initial set of segments—some of which
can correspond to actual letters—by sliding windows with
varying sizes over the bitmap of the connected component.
In order to avoid redundant computations during sliding
windows, the minimum �Wmin� and maximum �Wmax� width
of the sliding window and the sliding interval ��W� are
defined. It is observed that, for a particular letter in the
library, the ratio of letter widths to the corresponding line
heights does not vary significantly in printed Ottoman
documents. Therefore, it is possible to set these constants
for sliding windows automatically for each line using the
line-height feature. The height of a line actually designates
the font size of its characters. In particular, Wmin, Wmax, and
�W are respectively set to 7, 70, and 5% of the line height
of the connected component. If any of these quantities are
1, then it is simply set to 1. Ratios 7 and 70% are set
according to the width property of the thinnest and the larg-
est letters in the letter library, respectively. Using these val-
ues, it is seen that OCR performance is almost unaffected
as the processing time per document has fallen drastically.

The content of each window moving over the connected
component is stored as a segment, along with a number of
features. It should be noted that while some segments may
correspond to a single letter �which is the preferred case�,
others may include parts from one or more letters. The
latter type of erroneous segments will be eliminated in the
candidate letter-determination stage.

4.2 Extraction of Segment Features

A number of features for each segment are computed, as
described follows:

1. Segment aspect ratio is the ratio of the width to the
height of the extracted segment.

2. Segment height ratio is the ratio of a segment’s height
to the height of the line to which it belongs.

3. Angular span vector is the number of black pixels in
�-deg slices centered at the center of mass with re-
spect to the horizontal axis.

Fig. 5 Determining the line height information.
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�4
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4. Distance span vector is the number of black pixels
between concentric circles centered at the center of
mass with radii of r, 2r, 3r, etc.

The first two features are useful for pruning the search
pace during the candidate letter-determination stage. These
eatures are highly descriptive for Ottoman character rec-
gnition, especially for printed documents. The latter two
ectors are the spatial domain features described in Ref. 17.
he entries of these vectors are normalized by the area,
hich is the total number of black pixels of the segment.
ngular and distance span features are employed in this
ork because they are not sensitive to font variation and

etter thickness, and are scale and rotation invariant. Rota-
ion invariance of the angular span vector can be achieved
imply by shifting vector entries by one slice to the left and
ight. In this work, angular and distance span vectors of the
izes 12 and 8, respectively, are used. Figure 6 illustrates
hese vectors for an example letter from the library.

.3 Determining Candidate Letters
uring candidate letter determination, the similarity of each

egment to the letters in the library is computed one by one,
nd the top score for each segment �and the corresponding
etter� is stored. If the highest similarity score for a segment
s less than a threshold value, then this segment is discarded
ecause it may include a part of a letter or more than one
etter. Otherwise, the best-matching letter for that particular
egment is called the “candidate letter,” and it is stored
long with the similarity score and segment width to be
sed in the final recognition stage.

Recall that, a letter can have four different positions, and
or each position, it can have different shapes in Ottoman
cript. This fact can be exploited to reduce the number of
imilarity computations between a segment and the letters
n the library. More specifically, for each segment, we keep
rack of its relative position type �i.e., beginning, medial,

ig. 6 �a� A letter, �b� angular span of the letter, and �c� distance
pan of the letter.
ptical Engineering 117205-
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end, or isolated� with respect to the component from which
it is extracted and compare the segment to only those letters
that can appear at that particular position.

We adapted the histogram intersection technique22 for
measuring the similarity between two feature vectors H1
and H2, for an extracted segment and a letter in the library,
respectively,

Similarity�H1,H2� =

�
i=1

n

min�H1�i�,H2�i��

min��H1�, �H2��
, �1�

where �H� denotes the sum of all entries of vector H. Here,
the range for the similarity measure is �0, 1�, where 1
means that the vectors are the same and 0 means that they
are totally different.

The overall similarity of the segment S and the letter L is
computed as an equally weighted �i.e., 0.5� linear sum of
the histogram intersection scores for the distance and angu-
lar span vectors. There are two more features involved in
the similarity calculation. These are the aspect ratio of the
segment and the ratio of the segment’s height to the height
of the line to which it belongs. If at least one of these ratios
for S is different from the corresponding ratio for L by a
predefined threshold, the similarity of S and L is set to 0
without further computation.

4.4 Recognition

Given a set of segments and corresponding candidate let-
ters, our goal in the recognition stage is to define a function
for scoring each different syntactically correct sequence of
these candidate letters, and to choose the sequence that
maximizes this function. To this end, we first formally de-
fine the scoring function, which also exploits letter statis-
tics, and then describe a graph-based model to find the
sequence that maximizes the scoring function.

Recall that segments and corresponding candidate letters
obtained from a particular connected component can have
varying sizes, overlapping boundaries and various similar-
ity scores. Some of these segments may also correspond to
intermediate matches. Thus, while determining one se-
quence of these candidate letters as the final recognition,
we want to satisfy the following goals to the greatest extent
possible: �i� the selected set of candidate letters should
cover all of the connected component, �ii� the boundaries of
the candidate letters should not overlap, �iii� the candidate
letters should have high similarity scores, and �iv� the prob-
ability of letters being consecutive in the sequence should
be as high as possible. Remarkably, it may not be possible
to maximize all these goals at the same time. For instance,
the two candidate letters with the highest similarity scores
may have overlapping boundaries. Or, according to the
rules of Ottoman script, it may be impossible for these
letters to appear consecutively �e.g., both letters may be in
the form that can only appear at the beginning of a compo-
nent�. Thus, the overall problem can be seen as a maximi-
zation expressed in the form of the score function in
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�5
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core = �
i=1

n

�wi � si + P�li�li−1,li−2, . . . ,l0� � c�

+ �w0 � s0 + P�l0� � c�

uch that End-X-coordinate�i − 1� � Start-X-coordinate�i� .

�2�

In Eq. �2�, wi denotes the ratio of the width of the can-
idate letter i to the width of the connected component
rom which it is extracted, and si denotes the similarity
core of this candidate letter. P�li � li−1 , . . . , l0� denotes the
robability of encountering the letter li after seeing a se-
uence of letters l0 to li−1. Finally, c is a constant �0�c
1�, that assigns weight for the letter statistics. It should

e noted that these three elements of the equation maps to
he goals �i�, �iii�, and �iv� discussed above. The constraint
tating that the end x coordinate of the �i−1�th letter should
e less than the start x coordinate of the ith letter corre-
ponds to the goal �ii�, and, as long as this constraint is not
iolated, the new candidate letters can be added to the cur-
ent sequence. Typically, the number of letters in a se-
uence �n� would be fewer than the total number of candi-
ate letters extracted from the connected component.
ecause it is impractical to obtain the all probabilities

P�li � li−1 , . . . , l0�, we use the unigram and bigram frequen-
ies of the letters, which can be learned even from a small
ataset, and approximate Eq. �2� with Eq. �3�. The sequence
f candidate letters that maximizes �3� can be found in
olynomial time by using a graph-based model

core = �
i=1

n

�wi � si + P�li�li−1� � c� + �w0 � s0 + P�l0� � c� .

�3�

The graph is constructed as follows: each candidate let-
er corresponds to a node in the directed acyclic graph. An
dge from node i to node j is added if these candidate
etters do not overlap and if the position of j precedes i �as
ttoman is written from right to left� in the component

rom which they are extracted. The syntactical constraints
or letter forms in a connected component are also consid-
red. For instance, no edges can exist between any two
andidate letters that are in either the beginning or the end
orm. There is no incoming edge for a letter in the isolated
orm, and the only outgoing edge is to the final node. Fi-
ally, no edge can occur from a letter in the end or medial
orm to a letter in the beginning form.

The weight assigned for an outgoing edge is wi�si
P�li � li−1��c, where P�li � li−1� is the probability of the let-

er sequence implied by the transition. There is an addi-
ional node in the graph called the “final node,” which is
eeded for transforming the problem into a simple search
or the longest path. The final node has incoming edges
rom all nodes and no outgoing edges. The edges that arrive
t the final node are assigned the weight wi�si+ P�l0��c,
ecause there is no bigram frequency for the letter se-
uence arriving to this special node. In this way, it is still
ossible to recognize letters of subwords whose connected
ptical Engineering 117205-
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components are divided into separate pieces because of low
document quality. Figure 7 gives the algorithm for graph
construction. Remarkably, the construction procedure out-
lined here yields a topologically sorted graph. Once the
graph is constructed, we find the longest path in this graph.
The resulting path, which maximizes �3�, includes the se-
quence of recognized letters for a particular connected
component.

In Fig. 8, an example graph is depicted for a connected
component that includes four letters. Because Ottoman
script is written from right to left, the nodes are topologi-
cally sorted from right to left according to their distance
from the rightmost pixel of the connected component. In
this graph, there are two candidate letters for the beginning
position, four candidate letters for the medial position, and
two candidate letters for the end position. It should be
noted that the graph is partial; the actual graph contains
approximately 65 nodes and 1000 edges. Most of these
candidate letters actually represent intermediate matches
while sliding windows over an actual letter on the con-
nected component.

For instance, consider the candidate letters for the left-
most position of the component in Fig. 8. A wider segment
�incorrectly� led to the candidate letter

whereas a narrower one yields the �correct� candidate letter
as

In Fig. 8, we illustrate two paths on the graph: the longest
path �with the highest score� and another �shorter� path
with a lower score, corresponding to the correct recognition
and a faulty recognition, respectively. Clearly, the actual
segmentation of the letters is also achieved along with the
recognition.

Fig. 7 Pseudo code for graph construction. Note that the resulting
graph is topologically sorted.
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�6
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IR Framework for Ottoman Archives
he ultimate aim of CBR of Ottoman documents is to build
n information retrieval �IR� environment for digital Otto-
an archives that would provide effective query formula-

ion and resolution within reasonable time constraints. As
entioned in Section 3, earlier works in the literature es-

entially focus on content-based retrieval,4,16,17 which are
exible but far from providing the efficiency of a typical IR
ystem, especially for large collections of documents. Fur-
hermore, because CBR approaches essentially rely on im-
ge similarities, they tend to only allow QBE-based user
nterfaces and users cannot construct their queries through a
ypical keyword search. Thus, a compromise can be
eached by constructing an IR system for the printed and/or
learly written Ottoman documents, for which a recognition
ystem as described above can reach high accuracy rates.
his would allow the fast access and sophisticated querying

eatures of an IR system to be available for a large subset of
he Ottoman archives. For harder documents �i.e., unread-
ble handwritten documents� that would probably yield
ower recognition rates, content-based solutions can still be
pplied.

.1 Components of a Typical IR System
n an IR system, finding the set of relevant documents for a
ser query depends on both the representation of docu-
ents and the similarity metric. The vector space model is

ne of the most widely used document representation meth-
ds in the literature. In this model, term frequencies are
egarded as the content descriptors of documents. A docu-
ent is represented as a vector of d dimensions, where d is

he number of index terms. Each dimension corresponds to
separate index term. Frequencies of a document’s index

erms are used to assign a value to the corresponding di-
ension of the vector. This value may also be a Boolean

alue �0 or 1�, solely indicating the existence of the index
erms in documents. These vectors are called document
ectors.23

In a full-text index, all the terms encountered in the
ocuments are used for indexing and they constitute the
ocabulary of the data set. “Stopping” is a widely used
echnique for ignoring terms that are ineffective at discrimi-
ating documents for query resolution, and thus, merely
ake up storage space. A “stopword list” is a collection of
uch terms. Because there has been no stop-word list con-

ig. 8 Graph constructed for the sample connected component
hown at the upper left corner. The longest path, corresponding to
he correct recognition, is indicated with straight lines. The final node
s shown in gray.
ptical Engineering 117205-
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structed for Ottoman and because storage efficiency is not a
concern in our experiments, we do not use a stop-word list
in our framework. “Stemming” is another method that
shrinks the vocabulary of the data set. Depending on design
factors, such as the stemming algorithm and the language
used,24 it may also increase the effectiveness of the IR en-
vironment. For highly inflected languages, such as Arabic
and Ottoman, developing effective stemmers is a hard task
and not within the scope of this paper.

An “inverted file” is the state-of-the-art indexing prefer-
ence for large-scale search engines and IR systems.25,26 An
inverted file structure is composed of “posting lists” for
each index term. A posting list typically contains �docu-
ment ID, frequency� pairs and may also include the posi-
tions of terms in documents.

During the evaluation of a keyword-based query, only
the posting lists of terms that appear in the query are re-
trieved. Partial similarity scores for each document are cal-
culated by iterating through these posting lists, and they are
summed up by a set of “accumulator” variables. When the
evaluation is complete, the highest-scoring documents are
retrieved using the accumulator set. Several optimizations
of this basic processing scheme are proposed in the litera-
ture and effectively employed in the real-life systems.25

In the above process, the similarity between a query and
documents can be calculated by one of several measures
available in the literature. These measures basically assign
weights for the terms in the query and in the documents to
make use of some statistics derived from the collection �see
Table 1�.

Each query term’s weight may be proportional to the
inverse document frequency �IDF� of the term. The weights
of terms in the documents may be proportional to the term
frequency �TF�. A general name for such weighting
schemes is “TF� IDF” formulations. See Eq. �4� for a
simple TF� IDF similarity formulation between a query q
and a document d. Most similarity measures defined in the
literature are variations of the TF� IDF formulation,

Similarity �q,d� =

�
t�q

wq,t � wd,t

�
t�d

fd,t

,

where wd,t = fd,t and wq,t =
N

ft
. �4�

The earlier works also identify a high need to evaluate

Table 1 Definitions of some statistical terms.

Term Meaning

fd,t Frequency of term t in document d

fq,t Frequency of term t in the query q

ft Number of documents containing one
or more occurrences of term t

N Number of documents in the data set
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�7
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he IR performance of collections that have gone through
CR because of the fact that the recognition process may
islead IR systems. To remedy this problem, various meth-

ds have been proposed in the literature.27–30 Most of these
orks try to correct OCR errors or expand the query terms.
here may be no need for any further modification to the

R system if OCR is highly successful, because it is re-
orted that IR performance is insensitive to minor �say 5%�
ecognition errors.28

.2 IR Framework for Ottoman Documents
n this section, we describe our IR framework �Fig. 9� for
ttoman documents that have passed through the recogni-

ion stage. Because there are already several high-quality
rototype systems for IR with sophisticated features, we
ave chosen to use one of these systems instead of con-
tructing a new one from scratch. We chose the Zettair
earch engine, which is provided by The Royal Melbourne
nstitute of Technology �RMIT� and widely used in the
iterature.31 Zettair creates an inverted index file for a given
ollection and then executes the queries on top of this index
y employing one of the several available similarity met-
ics.

To be able to use Zettair with the Ottoman documents
hat have gone through OCR, we have to solve two prob-
ems. The first problem is that, IR systems �including Zet-
air� typically index and search words as a whole, whereas
ur recognition results are per connected component. Re-
all that, because an Ottoman word may involve several
onnected components called a subword, we thus first need
method for reconstructing the words to be indexed. We

ecide on word boundaries before the recognition process.
he distance between subwords of a word is relatively
horter than the distance between individual words, just as
n Latin script. Using this observation, a histogram of dis-
ances between consecutive connected components is cal-
ulated for each line. In this histogram, these distances con-
entrate on two different values and the average of these
alues can be used to determine the word boundaries. If
hese distances concentrate around a single value, then the
ine is composed of a single word. More specifically, in a
ypical scenario, most of these distances get values closer to
ero and the rest of them get significantly greater values.
his is because of the fact that a word in Ottoman script
ontains more than two subwords on average. By using this

Fig. 9 Architecture of our IR framework for Ottoman archives.
ptical Engineering 117205-
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fact, we have seen that word-boundary detection process
can be significantly accelerated for printed documents with
an approximation. It is achieved by calculating the mean of
all distances between connected components in a particular
line and then multiplying it with a constant.

In Fig. 10�a�, we show a line from an original Ottoman
document and, in Fig. 10�b�, we illustrate the word bound-
aries that the system has detected. Next, the document is
passed through our recognition process, after which the
boundaries are kept as before �see Fig. 10�c��.

The second problem is that the documents to be indexed
contain the recognition results involving Ottoman letters,
which are not supported by the Zettair system. To over-
come this difficulty, we simply decided to map an Ottoman
text that has gone through OCR �as in Fig. 10�c�� to ASCII
characters. In Fig. 10�d�, we illustrate the letter identifica-
tion of the Ottoman characters as recognized by our system
and, in Fig. 10�e�, their corresponding ASCII representation
is shown. For example, the leftmost Ottoman letter in Fig.
10�c� is mapped to V2 in Fig. 10�e� and the next one is
mapped to A2. It should be noted that this basic approach is
for experimental purposes only �i.e., to evaluate the IR per-
formance on top of the documents that had gone through
OCR. A real-life IR system could be extended to handle
Ottoman characters in a standard way �e.g., by UTF encod-
ing, for both recognition results and the queries�.

6 Experimental Results
Experiments are divided into two sections. In the first sec-
tion, the proposed segmentation and recognition method is
evaluated. In the next section, the impact of OCR errors on
the retrieval performance is analyzed. Experiments were
performed on 100 pages of printed text, scanned from two
different books teaching Ottoman script.32,33 The docu-
ments were scanned at 300 dpi and saved as gray-scale
images. Page skew is avoided manually in this step. The
nearest color reduction method is used to binarize images.
Processing time is 	4 s per document on a personal com-
puter with a 2.0-GHz Intel processor.

6.1 Recognition Evaluation
The library used in this study includes the 48 letters shown
in Fig. 1. For each letter in the library, ten training samples
are taken manually from documents including five different
fonts. Then, feature vectors of these samples are averaged

Fig. 10 Grouping recognized letters into words and mapping these
words into ASCII characters.
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�8
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or each letter in the library and used for similarity calcu-
ations. During candidate letter determination, we discard
he segments that are not similar to any letter in the library
ore than the predefined threshold of 0.85.
The data set includes documents with different font sizes

nd thicknesses �see Fig. 11�. To obtain the ground truth
ata, letters in these documents were manually annotated
i.e., matched against the letters in the library� by using a
ool developed in our research group for this purpose. Fifty
andomly selected documents were used for learning uni-
ram and bigram frequencies, and the remaining documents
n the data set were used for testing. The entire data set
ontained 34,298 annotated connected components, each of
hich contained, on average, 2.04 letters. The experiments
ielded the highest recognition rates when the constant c in
q. �3� was set to 0.025.

In Table 2, we provide the recognition success of train-
ng and test sets in terms of precision and recall. Precision
s the number of correct letter recognitions divided by the
umber of all recognitions as returned by our system. Re-
all is the number of correct letter recognitions divided by
he total number of annotated letters in the data set. The
esults shown in the first two rows of Table 2 reveal that the
roposed approach achieves very high recognition rates in
oth the training and test sets.

We also evaluated the effect of using the letter frequen-
ies in Eq. �3� by setting the c constant to 0. As both pre-
ision and recall then dropped for the test set, this shows
hat using letter frequencies is an important factor for im-
roving overall performance. Figure 12 shows the recogni-
ion results for a sample document.

Table 3 shows more detailed recognition statistics. Each
onnected component may include a number of letters.

ig. 11 Samples lines from our data set with different font sizes and
etter thickness.

Table 2 Recognition performance of the proposed method.

ollection Precision Recall
# annotated

letters

rain set �50 pages�
=0.025 0.936 0.942 33,133

est set �50 pages�
=0.025 0.931 0.939 36,908

est set �50 pages�
=0 0.907 0.904 36,908
ptical Engineering 117205-
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More than half the components in our data set are com-
posed of two or more letters. If all letters are correctly
recognized in a component, it is called an exact match. If
some additional letters are found for a component, it is
called a superset match. If a subset of the letters in a com-
ponent is recognized correctly, it is called a subset match.
In the ideal case, the ratio of exact matches to the total
number of components should be high. In our experiments,
we observed that this ratio is 90%. This result is another
indication that our method can be used as a building block
for a retrieval system for Ottoman archives.

6.2 IR Experiments
We analyzed the possible effect of OCR errors on IR per-
formance. Note that our goal was not to evaluate the IR
effectiveness on Ottoman documents; this would require a
larger collection, TREC-like query topics and their rel-
evance judgments. Instead, for a given set of queries, we
solely compared whether query results differ significantly
when the query is executed for the original �ground-truth�
document collection and its version that had gone through
OCR.

Experiments were performed on both ground-truth docu-
ments and those that had gone through OCR, as follows. As
is mentioned before, the ground-truth texts were obtained
by manually annotating the original documents. These texts
were then indexed by using the open-source Zettair search
engine. The most frequent 50 words were identified from
6870 index terms and used as the query set. These queries
were evaluated, and the top K �where K is typically �10�
most similar documents were obtained by using several dif-
ferent similarity measures implemented in Zettair. That is,
during query evaluation, we experimented with four differ-
ent similarity measures, namely Cosine,34 Okapi BM25,35

Hawking’s Okapi variant,36 and a language-modeling-based
approach with Dirichlet smoothing.37 For all these mea-
sures �and all other parameters�, default settings of Zettair
were used. Next, versions of the same documents that had
gone through OCR were obtained by using our segmenta-
tion and recognition framework. These texts were indexed

Fig. 12 Recognition results for a sample document. In each line, the
lower part includes the original script and the upper part includes the
recognized letters, as recorded in the library �i.e., without dots and
diacritics�.
November 2009/Vol. 48�11�9
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n the same way as described above, and 7542 index terms
ere found. The same set of queries was evaluated on these

exts by using the same document similarity metrics.
anked lists of documents for each similarity metric were

ater compared by calculating a symmetric difference score
see Fig. 13�.

The symmetric difference score computes the similarity
f the two results lists �generated from the ground truth and
CR documents� of a query by ignoring the order of the
ocuments retrieved. If y is the size of the union of the top

retrieved documents in the lists and x is the number of
he documents that appear in only one of the two lists, then
he symmetric difference score is assigned to be 1−x /y. If
he two lists are similar, then the symmetric difference
core is close to 1. If these two lists are totally disjointed,
hen the score becomes 0.38

Table 3 Recognition rates per connect

No. letters
per comp.

Subset
match

Superset
match

1 0 4

2 11 47

3 14 53

4 5 35

5+ 4 79

Total 34 218

ig. 13 Method of testing the effect of OCR errors on IR
erformance.
ptical Engineering 117205-1
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In Table 4, it is seen that top K documents retrieved
using the ground-truth texts and those that had gone
through OCR mostly overlap for varying values of K, as the
symmetric difference score is over 0.8 in most of the cases.
It can also be observed that the symmetric difference scores
do not vary significantly for different similarity metrics and
a particular K. This implies that the choice of the similarity
measure does not significantly affect the retrieval results in
this case. From these observations, we conclude that the
5% accuracy loss in OCR as reported in Section 6.1 has a
limited impact on the retrieval performance. This also con-
forms to earlier findings in the literature �i.e., in Ref. 28, it
is claimed most IR systems are almost unaffected by errors
when OCR accuracy is �95%.

7 Conclusion
The focus of this paper is to provide an efficient method for
digitally recognizing connected letters in printed Ottoman
script. In other words, segmentation and recognition of con-
nected letters in connected scripts is studied. Advanced line
detection, noise reduction, word boundary detection, etc.,
methods are not entailed in our discussions. Such schemes
proposed in the literature can later be integrated with the
current framework in order to build a complete system for
printed documents insensitive to noise and document type.

In a nutshell, our framework integrates segmentation
and recognition stages so that weaknesses of the classifier
can be compensated by taking into account possible letter

ponent with varying number of letters.

act
tch

Total No. connected
components

Exact/
total

19 7,746 0.98

08 5,138 0.90

92 2,919 0.82

14 1,263 0.80

3 921 0.62

206 17,987 0.90

Table 4 Symmetric difference for the top K retrieved documents with
different similarity metrics.

K
Cosine

measure
Dirichlet

��=1500�
Okapi
BM25

Hawkapi
��=0.5�

1 0.920 0.880 0.900 0.880

2 0.833 0.813 0.813 0.860

3 0.786 0.780 0.806 0.802

5 0.781 0.776 0.801 0.782

10 0.773 0.784 0.805 0.782
ed com

Ex
ma

7,6

4,6

2,3

1,0

57

16,
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equences for a particular connected component. Experi-
ents show that high recognition rates are achievable by

sing the proposed approach. We also experimented on and
erified that the negative effects of OCR errors on IR per-
ormance are tolerable when high recognition rates are ob-
ained. Thus, it is possible to construct an IR framework for
rinted digital Ottoman archives on top of the proposed
egmentation and recognition method.

For future work, it would be possible to improve the
roposed method by integrating it with some of the OCR-
orrecting schemes in the literature in order to reduce mis-
ecognition rates. Because alternate sets of candidate letters
ie over different paths in the graph, it is also possible that
he correct sequence of letters may be on the second- or
ven third-longest path. Using a dictionary and collecting
requencies of terms in the training set may further improve
ecognition rates. Another future research direction would
e to examine the performance of the proposed approach
n other printed or handwritten data sets with varying char-
cteristics. Another area of interest would be to adapt our
ramework to other connected scripts, such as Arabic.
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